
Build Your Web Projects
With REST APIs: Glossary

Throughout this course you’ve learned loads of new terms and explored many
new ideas. The aim of this glossary is to bring together and explain all of these
technical terms in simple language so that you can refer back to it if needed. If
any definitions are unclear or need improvement, let us know!

Useful Links

- Mozilla documentation on HTTP protocol
- Documentation on HTTP response codes
- Stackoverflow discussion on URIs/URLs/URNs
- URIs vs. URLs
- List of over 1400 APIs
- List of 18 fun APIs for your next projects

GLOSSARY

Client: the client is the application, browser or software that will use the API.

Server: a server is a remote computer that runs a program able to grab data
from the database.

API: API stands for Application Programming Interface. Basically, it’s a way of
communicating between two pieces of software, whether that’s different
components of a single application or two different applications.
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https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Status
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/176264/what-is-the-difference-between-a-uri-a-url-and-a-urn
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-difference-between-a-URL-and-a-URI
https://any-api.com/
https://medium.com/@vicbergquist/18-fun-apis-for-your-next-project-8008841c7be9


Public API: an API that others can use, whether they are on your application or
not, to get data from another application without strict permission. These tend
to be used to get general information such as weather data, lists of movies or
music (e.g. Spotify).

Private API: an API that is only accessible by authorized users within your
company or application, who can use the API to access a database.

REST: REST stands for Representational State Transfer and is simply a set of
architectural standards or guidelines that structure how you communicate data
between your application and the rest of the world, or between different
components of your application. RESTful APIs rely on HTTP to transfer
information — the same protocol that web communication is based on.

SOAP: SOAP stands for Simple Object Access Protocol. Unlike REST, it is
considered a protocol, not an architectural style. SOAP was the most common
API before REST came along.

Resource: a resource can be any noun-like type of object that you can use to
represent data in your app. This is the data that your user will manipulate, and is
the meat of any API.

Collection: a group of resources.

Authentication token: an authentication token allows the API to identify the
user and know whether they have the right permissions to access the data
requested.

URIs, URLs and Paths

All URLs are URIs, but not all URIs are URLs. Your URI identifies a resource, while
your URL locates it..

URI: URI stands for Uniform Resource Identifier. Your URI is the way you
identify your resource.

Path: your path to a file or resource. You may see Path and URI used
interchangeably.
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URL: locates the resource or resources, allowing you to access an API’s data.

⚙JSON and XML

JSON: data presented in key: value format.

XML: similar data formatting to HTML. Made up of opening and closing tags.

Requests and Responses

Message body: for a request, it contains the information that you want to send to
the API for creating a new resource or updating an existing one. In the case of a
response, the message body contains the data that the API has returned
(resource, error message, etc.).

HTTP verbs: HTTP verbs are possible types of actions to take when making a
request. The most common ones are GET, PUT, POST and DELETE.

HTTP response codes: codes returned by the API that give the client
information about the status of the response: success, failure or other.

● 100+➡ Informational
● 200+➡ Success
● 300+➡ Redirection
● 400+➡ Client error
● 500+➡ Server error
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